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Entertainment:
1 snorkel
2 swimming
3 kayak

Rest and Food Service
1. reading room
2 typical restaurant and bar
3 gift shop
4 solarium and spa
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node one

node two

node one
‘’social sphere’’ for 
social meetings

node two
auditorium for typical
shows such as dance
and sing
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Plantation roof

Wooden beams 3x12 cm.
(rotated along the whole 
proyect for more rigidity)

Specific apertures in the
wall

Wooden platform

Wooden beams 3x8 cm

Wooden pillars 3x8 cm, 
h=50 cm.

VIDA
e  i  v  i  s  s  a
mediterranean sea club`

The main purpose of this project is to offer a new experience of tourism, which is quiet 
and familiar where leisure and cultural expression, the ibizan folklore, keep their own 

space highlighting the sustentability, the protection and the appreciation of the natural
environment to welcome and sensitize those who visit the island. Facing the problem
of the actual form of tourism, particularly noisy and agitated, this solution proposes an

idea of architectural intervention that works as a new model of tourism and at the same
 time, serves as an attractive for visitors and residents of the island.

VIDA stands for ‘’life’’ in catalan by which the whole circulation represents the flow of life,
a life full of joy where the plenitude means the youthness, driving then to the spitual 
elevation in communion with nature. The long pattern of circulation of VIDA along the

coast line with sensibility for sustentability (we live of ground products and sea living 
beings), of quietness (senses receive natural stimuluses and not artificial ones) and
quality of life (sane leisure and time for himself); man comes back to be protagonist

together with nature between land and sea. The project is a pattern of rest, in an
anthropometric scale, ruled by the contact with sea and sun; nothing invasive with 
respect to the existing ecosystem but interacting between human beings (families,

friends and so on) along with the surrounding ecosystems.

A pattern between land and sea with species destined to leisure activities which praise
the human being in his ancestral relationship with nature.

A great circulation bordering all the coast line adapting itself to the typical irregular
morphology with a sculptural architecture of vivid colors that evocates the ibizan joy

with specific openings on the sides to interact between the inside and outer 
ecosystems

An ECO design which adapts itself to the environment, by using sustentable technics
for which the materiality of the project is based on the use of reforested aleppo pine

timber, which is particularly abundant in the mediterranean area; promoting eco-turism
through crops all along the coverage of the project.

Even if this project offers a gesture of invitation to enjoy water sports and recreational
activities granting rest and connecting, this important attractive presents, as the final

touch, a sculptural element of monumental type which will carry the tourists as the 
islanders, to an ultimate extraordinary experience.The unexpected; where the 

horizontal infinity turns into a vertital shape.


